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Introduction 

In releases prior to 3.0 TelePresence Server supported fixed port counts with set maximum 

resolutions. Any call to the TelePresence Server, even if it were made by an endpoint that only 

supported a lower resolution and required fewer resources, would use up a screen license or 

equivalent portion of one. For instance with a TelePresence Server in Full HD mode an endpoint 

supporting a maximum of 720p and a second endpoint supporting a maximum of 1080p would 

both use the same number of licenses when they connected, one screen license each. 

Note: While a single screen system uses a single screen license in Full HD mode, a multi-

screen system uses multiple screen licenses. For example a TX 9000 series endpoint would 

use three screen licenses in Full HD mode. 

In release 3.0 and later the TelePresence Server’s operation mode can be configured to be 

remotely managed via the new API, allowing its resources to be optimized dynamically by a 

remote management system. As a result there are several core benefits realized: 

 New service levels with a range of main video qualities, content qualities and combinations 

thereof are available 

 Multiple conferences of different maximum resolutions can run on the same unit, allowing an 

administrator greater control over the number and size of conferences per server 

 Endpoints with maximum capabilities lower than the conference cap can be optimized to use 

less resource 

This document will provide an overview of the technical features that provide these benefits. 

Architecture 

This document considers two architectures, a TelePresence Server running 3.1 in locally 

managed mode and a TelePresence Server 3.1 in remotely managed mode with TelePresence 

Conductor. Locally managed mode provides a fixed screen count while remotely managed mode 

can provide dynamic optimization of resources. For the purposes of this document only non-

scheduled call scenarios are considered. 
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Figure 1: Locally managed mode architecture 

 

Figure 2: Remotely managed mode architecture 

 

Note: While the architectures above show Cisco Unified CM, the concepts remain the same if 

using Cisco TelePresence Video Communications Server only or a combination of Cisco 

Unified CM and Cisco VCS. 
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New service levels 

In locally managed mode for TelePresence Server versions prior to 3.0 there are only two main 

modes with one content quality for each mode. However many endpoints support lower main 

video resolutions while others support higher content qualities. 

Locally managed mode service levels 

In locally managed mode TelePresence server has two service levels, these are Full HD (1080p) 

mode with 720p15 content and HD (720p) mode with 720p5 content. Participants are free to 

connect at resolutions below these maximums at each service level but they will always use one 

whole resource (or multiples of this resource if they are using a multiscreen system), equivalent 

to the maximum possible quality. 

Table 1: TelePresence Server 8710 3.1 conferencing capacity in local managed mode 

Main video Audio Content Maximum calls 

720p30 Stereo 720p5 24 

1080p30 Stereo 720p15 12 

Remotely managed mode service levels 

In remotely managed mode a TelePresence Server running software version 3.1 or above has 

four main video quality levels, Full HD (1080p), HD (720p), SD (480p) and 360p. It also has four 

content quality levels, 1080p30, 720p30, 720p15, 720p5 and off. These main video and content 

quality levels can be mixed as desired, so for instance 1080p main video with 720p30 content is 

a valid service level as is 1080p main video with 720p15 content. 

Table 2: TelePresence Server 8710 3.1 conferencing capacity in remotely managed mode 

Main video Audio Content Maximum calls 

None Mono None 104 

360p30 Mono In main video 97 

480p30 Mono In main video 48 

480p30 Mono 720p5 36 

720p30 Stereo 720p5 24 

720p30 Stereo 720p30 12 

720p60 Stereo 720p15 12 

1080p30 Stereo 720p15 12 
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Main video Audio Content Maximum calls 

1080p30 Stereo 720p30 8 

1080p30 Stereo 1080p30 6 

Note: The above table considers single screen systems only, while the TelePresence Server 

supports multiscreen systems too. When multiscreen systems are used more resource is 

consumed. When not using TIP each screen of an endpoint counts as a “call” while when using 

TIP a single call is used, this is important to consider as far as the maximum supported call 

count of TelePresence Server is concerned. 

Benefits 

For the first time main video quality modes below 720p are available to participants allowing 

administrators to provide lower cost and higher scale services. In addition new content quality 

modes are available that allow higher quality than has been available previously along with the 

flexibility to match any main video quality with any content quality. 
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Simultaneous service levels 

It is common for a deployment to require multiple service levels for users. The core reasons for 

this requirement tend to be cost and scale. When high quality 1080p ports are provided a higher 

percentage of the conferencing resources are consumed per call and so the cost is higher than 

a service providing a lower maximum quality.  

While it would be desirable to offer the highest quality video to all users there is often a 

compromise made as to what quality levels a customer will run. For instance, it may be that 

certain users require Full HD (1080p) video while the majority of users will use an HD (720p) 

service and occasional users are allocated a maximum of SD (w448p/480p) quality. 

Locally managed mode simultaneous service levels 

In locally managed the TelePresence Server has just two service levels available, only one of 

which may be used at a time per unit or per unit cluster. These modes are Full HD (1080p) and 

HD (720p). In order to provide a video service that supports both 1080p and 720p one of two 

choices can be made.  

The first option is to run all TelePresence Servers in Full HD mode. In Full HD mode there are 

no restrictions to join the unit at a resolution lower than 1080p but each connection will use a 

Full HD resource regardless of the resolution used. This option may not be very attractive as 

there is no capability to limit users to a lower resolution than 1080p and therefore no ability to 

save conference resource or reduce cost. 

If a deployment has multiple TelePresence Servers or TelePresence Server clusters the second 

option is to run TelePresence Servers in different modes. For instance deploy one cluster in Full 

HD mode and another cluster in HD mode. This provides two levels of service and brings the 

cost reduction that the service required. There are trade-offs to this approach as well: 

 Requires multiple units or multiple clusters of units and so is unsuitable for smaller 

deployments. 

 Requires careful planning to ensure that the right number of devices are purchased to 

satisfy both services 

 As cascading is not currently supported it is not possible to mix service levels 

 It can lead to excessive resource wastage. Since multiple units are used there could be 

overutilization on one unit running in HD but underutilization on another unit running in Full 

HD – excess can never be used for a different service level. 

The figure below shows two fully licensed TelePresence Servers, one running in 24 port 720p 

HD mode and the other running in 12 port 1080p Full HD mode. 
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Figure 3: Locally managed mode simultaneous service levels 

 

Remotely managed mode simultaneous service levels 

As of software release 3.1, in remotely managed mode the TelePresence Server has four main 

video quality levels available, all of which can be used simultaneously on the same unit or unit 

cluster. These modes are Full HD (1080p), HD (720p), SD (480p) and 360p. In order to provide 

a video service that supports both 1080p and 720p a simplified approach is available. 

A single TelePresence Server can now be used to provide both service levels. TelePresence 

Conductor is used to define a maximum main video resolution of 1080p for one template and 

720p for a second template. Any number of aliases can now be linked to one of these templates.  

When an alias linked to the 1080p template is called, TelePresence Conductor starts a 

conference on the TelePresence Server that allows participants to connect at up to 1080p. 

When an alias linked to the 720p template is called, TelePresence Conductor starts a 

conference on the TelePresence Server that allows participants to connect at up to 720p. 

Participants using the 720p aliases will use half the resource of the participants using the 1080p 

aliases. This can be extended by offering SD and 360p aliases too. 

The figure below provides an example depiction of running multiple services on a single 

TelePresence Server simultaneously. In this example four conferences are running, each with a 

different maximum quality – 360p, SD, HD and Full HD. 
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Figure 4: Remotely managed mode simultaneous service levels 

 

Benefits 

The ability to run multiple conference service levels on the same TelePresence Server brings 

greater efficiency and scale to customers: 

 Provide different quality levels to satisfy conference owners 

 As few as one physical device needed to provide all quality levels 

 More efficient resource usage 

 The ability to trade off lower quality conference limits for higher participant counts 

 Using multiple service levels on one device instantly allows more concurrent connections 

than possible in locally managed mode 
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Optimizing resources 

Setting a maximum quality level for a conference ensures predictable and efficient usage of 

resources. In some cases endpoints will join a conference that has no ability to reach the 

maximum quality allowed in the conference and with these cases it is possible to gain further 

efficiencies by using optimized resources. 

Locally managed mode resource usage 

When the TelePresence Server is locally managed in Full HD mode, each connection uses one 

whole screen license worth of resources regardless of the capability of the endpoint. For 

example when in Full HD mode even if an endpoint such as a 9971 phone joins that can send 

and receive a maximum of 480p video and no content, one 1080p video resource along with its 

720p15 content resource will be used. 

Figure 5: Locally managed mode resource usage in Full HD mode 

 

Remotely managed mode optimized resources 

Conference templates created by TelePresence Conductor have a setting called Optimize 

Resources. When enabled this allows resources that were initially allocated on the 

TelePresence Server and that the endpoints do not require, to be freed up if five seconds pass 

and no new participants have joined the conference. 
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In this case, endpoint resolution support is classed as the maximum resolution an endpoint 

advertises in its capability negotiation. It should be noted that it is common for endpoints to 

advertise their maximum supported resolution regardless of the maximum resolution they can 

achieve in the current call based on the bandwidth and settings used, i.e. An endpoint that is 

1080p capable that joins a 1080p conference will always advertise 1080p capability even at low 

call rates such as 128kbps and so will continue to use a full 1080p resource in TelePresence 

Server after optimization. 

Resources are optimized and freed up on the TelePresence Server in the following situations: 

 If the maximum capability an endpoint advertises is lower than allowed by the conference 

template (with the consideration noted above). 

 If an endpoint uses fewer screens than allowed by TelePresence Conductor conference 

template with the following considerations. 

 In deployments using the Cisco VCS’s external policy service, Conductor does not know 

how many screens a participant will use until the call has been received by the bridge. 

(In B2BUA deployments TelePresence Conductor is able to detect the number of 

screens required from the SIP signalling and allocates resources for the correct number 

of screens up front, so no late optimization is required in the B2BUA case.) 

 For ad hoc calls TelePresence Conductor does not know how many screens a 

participant will use until the TelePresence Server has received the call.  (Cisco Unified 

CM reserves the conference resources with TelePresence Conductor before the call is 

seen at the B2BUA, and before the call reaches the TelePresence Server). 

 TelePresence Conductor considers screen allocation for reserved Chairpersons 

separately to resources that can be used for Guests. If you configure the template to 

support 3 screens and a Chairperson dials in which is optimized down to a single screen 

resource, Conductor will only allow the reclaimed screens to be used with further 

Chairpersons, they cannot be used for Guests in the conference. 

Resources are not optimized for auto-dialed participants or for pre-configured endpoints 

because when configuring these entities the desired quality is defined in their configuration.  The 

configuration overrides the capabilities defined in the template which is used for non-pre-

configured endpoint incoming calls. 

Note: Conductor only checks pre-configured endpoints if Allow multiscreen is set to Yes in the 

template. 

In order to allow a call to be placed on the TelePresence Server, enough resource must be 

available to cater for the conference quality setting e.g. if a conference is set to 1080p quality 

TelePresence Conductor will only allow the call to continue if there is enough resource on the 

TelePresence Server to provide the full conference quality as it assumes each call being made 

will use 100% of the assigned resource. If the endpoint is only capable of a lower resolution 

(note this is based on the endpoint’s maximum supported resolution not the current call 
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resolution) resource optimization will occur 5 seconds after the last join event. Where many 

connections happen very quickly this may cause later calls to be rejected until optimization has 

occurred and TelePresence Conductor is aware of the free resource. 

For the best results Cisco recommends that the conference quality is limited where possible. In 

the case where conferences are left with excessively high quality settings, calls may be rejected 

unnecessarily and resources may be reserved unnecessarily. 

Note: When limiting audio quality it is important to understand the impact of doing so. For 

instance limiting audio to mono will prevent TC based endpoints receiving directional audio from 

the TelePresence Server. In addition multichannel audio is a requirement in order to negotiate 

TIP for multiscreen endpoints and stereo is required for single screen TIP endpoints. 

In a similar use case to locally managed mode if an endpoint such as a 9971 phone joins that 

can send and receive a maximum of 480p video and no content, one 1080p video resource 

along with its 720p15 content resource will be initially allocated but 5 seconds after the last 

person joins the connection will be optimized down to use only an SD main video resource with 

no content. 

Figure 6: Remotely managed mode resource optimized resources 

 

Benefits 

Optimizing resources allows even greater efficiencies over limiting conferences to a maximum 

resolution by allowing resource that the endpoint does not advertise it can use to be reclaimed 

and used by other participants. 
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Summary 

Dynamic optimization of resources is just one element of Cisco’s Pervasive Conferencing 

architecture with Cisco TelePresence Server and Cisco TelePresence Conductor. Dynamic 

optimization of resources offers a number of features and benefits including: 

 New main video service levels 

 New higher content video qualities 

 New combinations of main video and content service levels 

 Per conference selection of maximum video and content resolutions 

 As few as one physical device needed to provide all quality levels 

 Resource optimization where endpoints with maximum capabilities lower than the 

conference cap will use less resource 

These allow greater quality, scale and efficiency than previously available; reducing costs while 

enhancing user experience. 
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